Sensor for Landmine Detection using Unmanned Vehicle Metal Detector and Mobile Computing Technology
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Abstract

Land mines impose humanities, social, psychological and economic consequences. To eliminate the threat of mines, the only possible solution is to remove them individually without causing any damage. In this paper we design and developed simple and cost-effective system that can used to detect the buried controlled wirelessly to avoid human causalities. Our proposed system aims to detect the landmine without any physical contact with landmine detector by a robotic vehicle operated by robotic car and signal at mobile. There are currently more than 500 million landmines are buried in more than 70 countries and demining of these mines will take decades. A satisfactory demining rate can only be accomplished by using new and enhanced technologies such as enriched sensors, well-organized manipulators and mobile unmanned robots. The concept and idea are formed into physical hardware mechanisms from theoretical stages by construction of prototype and then software program combined into the proposed system so to investigate and test the model that had been developed. The designed model is skilled of spotting mines, controlling himself from stepping over it and notifying the operator about the location of the mine.
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Introduction

Several world wars and grievances in humanities give birth buried land mine problem. The detection and exclusion of landmines are at current a thoughtful economic, humanitarian, environmental and political issue. There exists a mutual importance in resolving this problem, and a solution is being pursued in many engineering fields. The UN-Mine action services describe that since 1960s more than 100 million mines have been spread across the globe and posing a threat in more than 78 countries. In this process approximately millions of peoples, and animals lose their lives by being struck by landmines and countless injured. Unarmed civilians are the primary victims of anti-personnel landmines; commonly the children, women and the elderly [1-3]. The landmine is a device for killing the humanities, animal and the area in which fixed become no go area with it through direct pressure. There are several methods for landmine detection including manual and automatic methods. Some are satellite and airborne sensors for detection of minefields and landmines, focusing on multi-temporal aerial photographs and satellite images with some other method focus on some of the most common remote sensing technologies in landmine detection [4-6]. Landmine not only dangerous for humanities but produce several other loses as mention in Figure 1. A lot of research has been already done regarding landmine detection, extracting and demining, remote sensor technology, manual man handling detectors, device using electromagnetic coils, nuclear quadruple resonance, metal robotic vehicles, and light-based imaging detectors are examples of research done in this area [7-9]. For all these technologies, detection is most probably done by expert humans manually by holding a detector to scan a desired area of land. All these techniques are costly time consuming and dangerous for life.
In this paper, we are using wireless technology to control the movement of robot through a mobile device. The wireless control signal using a mobile phone connected to internet system or Wi-Fi through android based applications will provide information. The built in Wi-Fi module of Raspberry Pi 3 takes appropriate action for the movement of DC motors. These motors are interfaced with the Raspberry Pi 3 model B with L298N dual H-bridge motor driver. Depending upon different commands received from mobile application, the vehicle has different movements such as stop, forward, backward, right and left. We are using inductive proximity sensor for the detection of metals and mines. The project is intended to develop a vehicle that can detect the metals ahead of it on its path. The inductive proximity sensor is interfaced with Raspberry Pi 3. Whenever the robot detects a mine or metal it transmits a signal to the mobile phone, informing the operator about the Landmine or metal. The signal is encrypted with AES algorithm for secure transmission [10]. This project produced a prototype landmine detection and pointing robot localization, autonomous navigation and mapping, for proposed metal detection system and novel landmine marking system.

System Operation Procedure

The proposed system function through an android device for transmitting signal to raspberry pi system. Bluetooth device used as transmitter to android phone for interaction. The voice commands recognized by the module and then transmitted through the Bluetooth device. These commands are detected by the robotic vehicle in order to move it in left, right, backward and front directions. The Bluetooth receiver mounted on raspberry pi is used to recognize the transmitted commands and display as information. The controller then drives the vehicle motors to move it accordingly. This is done with the use of a driver IC used to control the movements. The Bluetooth technology used to transmit and receive data allows for remotely operating the system within a good range. Remote operated robot is used for one moving object is developed such that it is moved as per commands are given by the module and that command is received by robot and robot is matched the given command with stored program and then set the command as per voice using wireless communication [11].

Metal Detector

The proposed metal detector producing an alternating magnetic field due to an oscillator generating an AC current that passes through a coil. If a portion of electrically conductive metal is near to the coil, eddy currents will be prompted in the metal, and thus it generates its own alternating magnetic field. If another coil acting as a magnetometer is to measure the magnetic field, the change occurs in the magnetic field due to the detection of metallic object. A metal detector functions by producing an electromagnetic field which is picked up alongside the ground. Any metal set up will disturb the electromagnetic field by altering it and this variation will be designated by a buzzer or display for the operator. A metal consists of two groups of pure copper wire windings. An electrical current is passed from one of the windings and this generates an electromagnetic field. Any metal object which is brought closer to the field will alter it and this disturbance is picked by the receiver winding. The result of this disturbance is the send to the operator control box. This information is displayed with the help of an audio buzzer or LCD display [12].

Metal Detector Sensor

The metal detector sensor is used to monitor the presence of landmine present underground. The Raspberry Pi is a small single board computer, developed by the Raspberry Pi foundation located in UK. The main purpose of this microcomputer to support teaching and provide help in learning computer science in developed countries and educational environments. The peripherals such as cases, mice and keyboard are not incorporated with Raspberry Pi. However, some fixtures are included in various unofficial and official bundles. According to the official report of the Raspberry Pi foundation more than 5 million Raspberry Pi boards sold till the January 2015, which makes it the best-selling computer brand in the UK. Till November 2016, more than 11 million pieces are sold [13,14].

The Raspberry Pi boards and peripheral device support memory capacity are different from each other. The block diagram in Figure 2, describes the boards A, B, A+ and B+. The A, A+, and Pi Zero boards are not enabled with USB hub and Ethernet components. A
supplementary USB port is used to internally connect the Ethernet Adapter. In A, A+ and Pi Zero boards, the System on a chip (SoC) and USB ports are connected directly. The Pi 1 board B+ and later models are enabled with Ethernet/USB chip holds a five-point USB port. In these five ports, four are available. However, the Pi 1 model B only provides two of them. On the Pi Zero board, the SoC and USB ports are directly interconnected. However, but a micro USB (OTG) port is used for this purpose. The Raspberry Pi 3 board with having a Cortex-A53 quad-core processor is 10 times faster than Pi 1 as shown in Figure 3. This is due to the use of the instruction set and task threading. The Pi 3 is also 80% faster from Pi 2 in parallel task. The Raspberry Pi 2 with having 1GB RAM and Cortex A7 quad-core CPU running at 900 MHz processor is 4-6 times faster than its older boards. While it is 14 times faster than Raspberry Pi 1 model B.

Figure 2: Raspberry Pi 3 Model B.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the developed prototype.

System Flow Diagrams

Flow diagram of mobile application and its operation is shown in Figures 4&5. and Raspberry Pi motor control and metal detection flow chart in Figure 6.

Figure 4: Flow diagram of Mobile Application.

Figure 5: Raspberry Pi received data and actions based on them.
**Hardware Interface**

The H-Bridge, dual Motor L298N motor controller interface with DC Motors, shown in Figure 6 and Raspberry Pi, Power Suppliers, L298N and DC motors interface in Figure 7. The Proximity sensor, power suppliers and Raspberry Pi 3 interface is shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 6: Connecting DC motors to L298N.](image1)

![Figure 7: Connecting L298N, DC motor and power supplier to Raspberry Pi 3.](image2)

![Figure 8: Connecting inductive proximity sensor to Raspberry Pi 3.](image3)
The System Interface

The system interface of detector board is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Overall system interface.

Software Application

Figure 10: MetDect (a) Splash, (b) Log-in, (c) Connectivity and (d) Motor Drive Interfaces.
An android application is used to remotely control the detector car. To achieve the purpose, an android application is developed to remotely control the car with high level of efficiency. The application can work with smartphones and tabs having android version 5.0 Lollipop and latest versions. The application is named as MetDect as shown in Figure 10 (a-d). The MetDect is a simple android application, which communicates with the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B board placed on the robotic car. It has efficient and simple user interface. A data packet containing the direction signal is transmitted to Raspberry Pi 3. The application also alerts the user with an alarming message and voice signal whenever a metal is detected. The MetDect application has four different interfaces, Splash interface, Log in interface, Connectivity interface and Motor Control interface. This is the first GUI based interface displayed to the user whenever the user starts the application. The splash screens wait for five seconds and play a welcome sound. This is the first screen that comes after the splash screen. This screen consists of two edit text, one of them asking for username while the other is for password. This screen protects the application and detector car from unauthorized access. This screen prompts for username and password. If the username and password is correct, then it will display a log-in successful message to the user and continue to next screen. If the password or username is incorrect it will provide a message to enter the username and password again. The MetDect first screen that comes after the splash screen. This screen consists of a data packet containing the direction signal is passed to the Raspberry Pi 3 and port no of the executing application, as both IP address and Port no are required for communication when using the UDP protocol. As Raspberry is configured with a static IP address and port no for the project, so whenever the user enter the correct IP address and Port no it will display a Toast message to inform the user that you are connected to the Raspberry Pi. The interface also prompts the user to enter the port no for android application.

The connectivity interface provides the base to drive the motor in four directions. Whenever the user clicks on the button. A corresponding signal is passed to the Raspberry Pi and the motor walk through the specified direction. The interface also includes a stop button which causes the motor to stop movement.

Several researchers work on landmine detection technology and publish articles which could be found in the literature review [15]. Most of them use an ordinary microcontroller to control the moving detection vehicle. Most of the techniques related to simple metal detector and sending few images to the central unit. All these systems consist on computer control, with heavy computing system. But the weight of a real computer is not accepted to be used in such context. Besides, its price will always be a problem when the unit is damaged and needs to be replaced. Raspberry Pi would be the best solution for the problem. The proposed system can overcome the disadvantage of limited frequency range operation. The system can be used both indoor and outdoor navigation. We developed cost effective device leads to compensation in performance. It is safer and more efficient as they provide a safe route through mine fields. The speed data transferring and transmission quality to improve central unit destination that is based on web server and a data base server application to store data regarding navigational field for current mapping and detection or future investigation purpose.

Conclusion

With the high-level achievements in mobile computing and robotics, we are able to successfully design and develop a metal detector vehicle. The proposed system is capable of detecting buried metals and landmines and marking the exact location and controlling itself from stepping over it. The vehicle can be remotely controlled with the help of mobile phone and wireless technology. Whenever the vehicle detects a Landmine or metal, an encrypted acknowledgement signal is transmitted to the mobile application to inform the operator about interest field and detected metal. The vehicle is capable to move in various directions, such as forward, backward, left, right and stop. The outcome of the project validates that a huge amount of effectiveness and usefulness is to be sure accomplished utilizing the developed framework. The developed system is checked to be very helpful for both civilians and soldiers. The inductive proximity sensor works at an appropriate steady speed with having no issue.

The objective of this project is to development and operation of an efficient low-cost and small size automatic land mine detector. This detector is based on a Raspberry Pi minicomputer to act as the brain of a small robot to automatically detect and transfer the information about any found metal object to a central unit that will be later responsible of investigating the received data to benefit from it in determining the location and maybe the danger of the found object for safer extract or disable it.
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